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Introduction
Provide any additional findings and recommendations that should be considered in
development of the project. This may include recommendations for special studies,
highlighting of the need for special coordination, a recommended plan of action to expedite
project development, and any other necessary considerations.
The previous chapters described the history and background of the water system, the
existing system and potential growth scenarios, the process of updating and analyzing the
hydraulic model, outcomes of the onsite condition assessments, and the results of
determining the overall system needs and alternatives to meet those needs. This chapter
will focus on a financial strategy and implementation schedule.

7.1.1

Target Rates
Due to the high cost of the proposed improvements, BSB plans to pursue outside
assistance to fund some of the projects in the form of grants and/or loans. The Montana
Department of Commerce (MDOC) establishes a target rate which is used to determine
whether or not a municipality is paying its fair share of a project's cost. To apply for grant
funding from the MDOC, the user rates after completion of the project must meet or
exceed the established target rates.
The target rates are calculated as a percentage of the median household income (MHI) for
the municipality, as listed in the 2015 American Community Survey. The MDOC has
determined, based on surveying communities that have undergone recent upgrades to
their water and/or wastewater systems that the "fair share" of cost per user after
completing a project should be approximately 1.4% of the median household income for
water only, 0.9% for wastewater only, or 2.3% for water and wastewater combined.
According to MDOC's website, the MHI for BSB is $37,686, and the combined target rate
is $72.23. BSB's average monthly residential water rate is $52.07, and the average
residential sewer rate is $28.50. The combined rate of $80.57 is 112% of the MDOC target
rate for BSB making it a good candidate for grants and loans.

7.1.2

Funding Sources

7.1.2.1 State of Montana Programs
AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN ACT (ARPA)

ARPA is federal legislation providing economic relief funds to state and local governments,
including funds for water and wastewater infrastructure. Montana House Bill 632 governs
the allocation of federal funds in Montana. Funds for water/wastewater are allocated by
HB632 via two grant programs, the Competitive Grant Program, and the Minimum
Allocation Grant Program. ARPA also allocates Local Fiscal Recovery Funds (LFR)
directly. The Minimum Allocation Grant requires a match of the lesser or 1:1 or 25% of LFR
funds. Butte-Silver Bow is eligible for $5.162,543.31 via Minimum Allocation Grant,
requiring a match of $2,229,666.00. The Competitive Grant Program does not require a
match, but a match of up to 1:1 is considered in funding decisions. Minimum Allocation
Grant funds are eligible for Competitive Grant matching. The maximum allocation via the
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Competitive Grant is $25 million. Funds must be obligated by the end of 2024 and spent by
the end of 2026.
TREASURE STATE ENDOWMENT PROGRAM (TSEP)

TSEP is a state funded grant program, which is administered by the Montana Department
of Commerce (MDOC). TSEP provides financial assistance to local governments for
infrastructure improvements. Applications are accepted in May of the even numbered
years and funds become available in July of the following year if the funding is approved by
the legislature. Grants can be obtained from TSEP for up to $500,000 if the projected user
rates are less than 125% of the target rate, for up to $625,000 if projected user rates are
between 125% and 150% of the target rate, and for up to $750,000 if the projected user
rates are over 150% of the target rate. TSEP grant recipients are required to match the
grant dollar for dollar, but the match may come from a variety of sources including other
grants, loans, or cash contributions.
As previously described, BSB’s monthly average water and wastewater rate of $80.57 or
112% of the MDOC's target rate, which qualifies the project for a $500,000 TSEP grant.
RENEWABLE RESOURCE GRANT AND LOAN PROGRAM (RRGL)

RRGL is a state program that is funded through interest accrues on the Resource
Indemnity Trust Fund and the sale or Coal Severance Tax Bonds and is administered by
the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC). Applications
are accepted in May of the even numbered years and funds become available in July of
the following year if the funding is approved by the legislature. The primary purpose of the
RRGL is to enhance Montana’s renewable resources. For public facilities projects that
conserve, manage, develop, or protect renewable resources, grants of up $125,000 are
available.
Basin Creek Dam #1 is expected to receive an RRGL grant in the amount of $125,000.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT (CDBG)

CDBG is a federally funded program that is also administered by the Montana Department
of Commerce (MDOC). Applications are accepted every year and funds are available later
in the year after the review process is complete. In order to be eligible for CDBG, the other
funding sources need to be secured (for example, if TSEP is being used as a funding
source, a CDBG application should be submitted in the spring of an odd year after TSEP
funding was secured). The primary purpose of CDBG funds is to benefit low to moderate
income (LMI) families. Public and community facilities projects typically involve either
construction or rehabilitation of community infrastructure or a community facility that
principally benefit residents whose annual income is below 80% of the area median
income published by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). This
can be determined by the census or through an income survey of the project area.
The CDBG grant funds can be applied for in an amount of up to $450,000 per project. The
use of CDBG funds requires a 25% local match that can be provided through cash funds,
loans, or a combination thereof.
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CDBG may be a potential funding source for projects in the Greeley neighborhood
including upsizing small diameter water main (a stormwater project was funded through
CDBG in this area after an income survey was completed to establish LMI).
STATE REVOLVING FUND (SRF)

The State Revolving Fund (SRF) provides low-interest loan funds for both water and
wastewater projects through the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF) and the
Water Pollution Control State Revolving Fund (WPCSRF), respectively. The SRF program
is administered by the Montana Department of Environmental Quality. First a project
needs to be on the priority list, and then applications are accepted at any time. Current
loan terms include an interest rate of 2.5% for a 20-year period. SRF also has a limited
amount of "principal forgiveness" funds available for projects. For water projects, 50% of
the SRF funding for a project, up to $500,000 may be obtained, depending on the
availability of funds.

7.1.2.2 Local Funding Strategies
SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

Special improvement districts can be formed to fund infrastructure improvements that
benefit a specific geographic region. This type of funding might be a good option to
connect and/or incorporate satellite systems (Ramsay or Rocker), or extend service to a
specific neighborhood (TerreVerde, Blacktail Loop, etc.).
LOCAL DEBT AND BONDING

Municipalities have the ability to issues bonds. A general obligation bond (GO bond) is
a municipal bond backed solely by the credit and taxing power of the issuing jurisdiction
rather than the revenue from a given project. General obligation bonds are issued with the
belief that a municipality will be able to repay its debt obligation through taxation or
revenue from projects. No assets are used as collateral.
A revenue bond is a category of municipal bond supported by the revenue from a specific
project, or by pledging user charges to repay the bond debt. Typically, revenue bonds can
be issued by any government agency or fund that is managed in the manner of a business,
such as entities having both operating revenues and expenses.

7.1.2.3 Federal Programs
INTERCAP

INTERCAP provides loan funds at a low cost, variable interest rate to local governments.
INTERCAP is administered by the Montana Board of Investments and is very flexible in the
variety of funding which would include both water and wastewater projects. There is no
funding cycle (funds are always available), however, the maximum loan term is limited to
15 years and the interest rate is currently 2.5%.
BRIC PROGRAM

FEMA has releases the Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for its BRIC Program. BRIC
is a new FEMA pre-disaster hazard mitigation program that replaces the existing PreDisaster Mitigation (PDM) program. This funding source may be a good option for the dam
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related projects including Basin Creek Dam #1, #2, and Moulton, and BSB is in the
process of submitting a BRIC application for Basin Creek Dam #1.
BRIC funding requires a 25% non-federal match. If BRIC funding is obtained, TSEP and
DNRC RRGL funds could be utilized to provide a portion of this non-federal match.
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, WATERSMART DROUGHT RESPONSE PROGRAM

The WaterSMART Drought Response Program supports a proactive approach to drought
by providing financial assistance to water managers to develop and update comprehensive
drought plans (Drought Contingency Planning) and implement projects that will build longterm resilience to drought (Drought Resiliency Projects). Grants are available up to
$500,000 per project for projects that can be completed within two years and up to $1.5
million for projects that can be completed in three years. A 50% local match is required.
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, WATERSMART WATER AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY GRANTS

The Water and Energy Efficiency Grants provides funding for projects that result in
quantifiable water savings and support broader water reliability benefits. These projects
conserve and use water more efficiently; increase the production of hydropower; mitigate
conflict risk in areas at a high risk of future water conflict; and accomplish other benefits
that contribute to water supply reliability in the western United States. Grants are available
up to $500,000 per project and require a 50% local match. This project typically funds
several metering related projects, and may be a potential funding source for additional flat
rate to meter conversions.
FUNDING STRATEGIES

Table 7-1 identified potential funding sources for the projects identified.
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Table 7-1. Summary of Recommended Projects
Need

Category

Project Type

Phase

Recommended
Timeline

High Velocity
Locations

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Operational Optimization

Phase III

Long term - 5 to
10 years

Low Pressure
Locations

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Operational Optimization

Phase III

High Pressure
Locations

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Operational Optimization

Fire Flow
Deficiencies

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Fire Flow

Consequence if not
Corrected

Alternatives
Considered Summary

Alternative Screening

Recommended
Alternative

Excessive wear on
pipes, potentially
leading to failure

• Replace small
diameter water mains
• Flush dead-end mains
• Regular PRV and
pump station
maintenance
• Further investigation
required on some pipe
segments
• Loop Utah and Taft,
277 feet new 6-inch
PRV main

• Each high velocity located
was examined to determine
whether or not it was likely
to cause a problem.

• Replace small
diameter water
mains
• Flush dead-end
mains
• Regular PRV and
pump station
maintenance
• Further
investigation
required on some
pipe segments
• Loop Utah and Taft,
277 feet new 6-inch
PRV main
• See Table 3-2 for
details

• NA

• BSB Water
Utility

• NA

Long term - 5 to
10 years

Inadequate fire
protection and poor
water service

• No recommendations

• Each low pressure location
was examined to determine
the cause (near a tank,
etc.), whether it was likely
to cause a problem, and if
there was a reasonable
solution.

• No
recommendations
• See Table 3-4 for
details

• NA

• BSB Water
Utility

• NA

Phase III

Long term - 5 to
10 years

Individual PRV’s
required on buildings,
excessive wear on
pipes and fixtures

• Investigate the High
Service pressure zone
pressures further,
discuss residential
PRV’s with home
owners

• Each high pressure location
was examined to determine
the cause & whether it was
a periodic high pressure
(such as a pump turning
on) or a consistent situation
(like the low elevation end
of the High Pressure Zone).

• Investigate the
High Service
pressure zone
pressures further,
discuss residential
PRV’s with
homeowners.
• See Table 3-5 for
details

• NA

• BSB Water
Utility

• NA

Phase I

Near term - 1 to 3
years

Inadequate fire
protection can lead to a
loss of life and property

• No Action
• Replace small
diameter water mains
and add hydrants

• The location and magnitude
of each fire flow deficiency
was examined and a cause
was determined (small
diameter water main, low
pressure, etc.). We also
determined whether there
was another hydrant
nearby and how many
customers were impacted.

• Replace small
diameter water
mains and add
hydrants
• See Table 3-6 for
details

• Incorporated
into small
diameter
water main
projects

• BSB Water
Utility

• See small
diameter water
main
replacement
projects
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Project Type

Phase

Recommended
Timeline

Consequence if not
Corrected

Alternatives
Considered Summary

Alternative Screening

Recommended
Alternative

Estimated
Project Cost
(including life
cycle and O &
M costs)

Funding
Sources

Schedule

Fire Hydrant
Coverage
Issues

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Fire Flow

Phase I

Near term - 1 to 3
years

Inadequate fire
protection can lead to a
loss of life and property

• No Action
• Install hydrants with
water main
replacement projects
(specifically small
diameter main
replacement projects)

• Locations were examined
to determine if new
hydrants could be
combined with other
projects identified.

• Install hydrants
with water main
replacement
projects
(specifically small
diameter main
replacement
projects); projects
detailed in Table
3-7

• Incorporated
into small
diameter
water main
projects

• BSB Water
Utility

• See small
diameter water
main
replacement
projects

Small Diameter
Water Mains

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Fire Flow

Phase I

Near term - 1 to 3
years

Inadequate fire
protection can lead to a
loss of life and property

• No action
• Replace water mains
w/ new larger pipes
and add hydrants

There is no other viable
alternative than replacement,
because there is no other
reasonable method for adding
fire protection. Replacement
alternative methods could
include open cut and pipe
bursting, and different
materials may be evaluated. In
addition, BSB can consider
whether or not to replace
water service lines and add
meters in conjunction with
main replacement projects.

• Replace water
mains w/ new
larger pipes and
add hydrants
• Small diameter
water main
projects are
detailed in Table
6-1

• $20.3 million
(all 20 miles)
• $7.8 million
(identified
projects)

• BSB Water
Utility
• TSEP
• CDBG
• RRGL

• TSEP/RRGL
Applications –
May 2022
• CDBG
Application –
October 2023
• SRF Loan –
June 2023
• Final Plans &
Specs –
August 2023
• Begin
Construction –
May 2024
• Construction
Complete –
August 2024

Pressure
Releasing
Station –
Timber Butte
Blow Hole

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Improved operations

Phase II

Midterm - 3 to 5
years

Continued difficulty
filling the Colorado Hill
tank and pumping
Southside pressure
zone water in a circle

• No Action
• Raise Blow Hole
• Remove Blow Hole

• The various alternatives
were modeled, as
discussed in Chapter 3.

• Remove the blow
hole

• $ 26,900

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2023

Watershed
Protection
Plans

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Watershed protection

Phase III

Long term - 5 to
10 years

Wildfire in the
watershed could
contaminate the water
source

• No action
• Complete watershed
protection plans

• The no action alternative
would not lead to protective
actions for the watershed,
and was not considered.

• Complete
watershed
protection plans

• $ 75,000

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2022

Moulton
Watershed
Fencing

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Watershed protection

Phase I

Near term - 1 to 3
years

Opportunity for water
source contamination

• No Action
• Replace fencing

• The no action would not
protect the water source.

• Replace fencing

• $ 20,000

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2023

Moulton Sand
House

Aging
Infrastructure

Source water

Phase I

Near term - 1 to 3
years

Screen is heavily
corroded, facility is
beyond its useful life
and will continue to
deteriorate

• No Action
• Replace sand house,
add telemetry

• Under the no action, the
facility will continue to
deteriorate.

• Replace the sand
house, add
telemetry

• $ 100,000

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY 2023 –
telemetry
project in
BSB’s current
CIP

Moulton WTP
Roof

Aging
Infrastructure

Maintenance

Phase I

Near term - 1 to 3
years

Roof is at the end of its
useful life. Continued
deterioration could lead
to leaks and damage
property and equipment

• No Action
• Replace roof

• Already in the CIP

• Replace roof

• $ 300,000

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY 2022 –
project in
BSB’s current
CIP
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Need

Category

Project Type

Phase

Recommended
Timeline

Consequence if not
Corrected

Alternatives
Considered Summary

Basin Creek
WTP Taste and
Odor

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Water quality
improvements (aesthetic
or secondary)

Phase III

Long term - 5 to
10 years

Continue to experience
periodic taste and odor
episodes & customer
complaints

• Ozonation
• Powdered Activated
Carbon
• Granular Activated
Carbon
• UV-Peroxide

Alternatives, alternative
screening, and costs are
described in detail in Chapter
4.

• Test both SPAC
and GAC

• $1.9 million

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY 2027

Customer
Metering

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Best practices

Phase I

Midterm - 3 to 5
years

Water waste and higher
overall consumption
leading to unnecessary
investments in supply,
pumping, storage, etc.
Unable to account for
geographic water
usage. Unable to
account for water
leakage. Unable to
effectively implement
water conservation.
Modern meters can
provide customers with
information on usage,
including leak detection.

• Status Quo (replacing
meters as requested
by customers)

• Even though customers
typically save money when
switching to meters, there
may be some resistance to
an aggressive program.
Under the status quo, it
would take about years to
replace all meters (over the
last 5 years, the County has
replace about 226 meters
per year)

• Moderate:
implement some
additional
measures to
encourage and
require conversions

• $7.8 million

• BSB
• NRDP
($150,000
remaining for
customer
meters)
• BOR,
WaterSMART
Water and
Energy
Efficiency
Grant

• 10-year program
implementation
with an aim to
be 100%
metered by
2032

• Moderate: implement
some additional
measures to
encourage and require
conversions
• Aggressive: Require
meter conversions by
a specified date

Alternative Screening

Recommended
Alternative

Estimated
Project Cost
(including life
cycle and O &
M costs)

Funding
Sources

Schedule

Rate Study

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

System financial
operations

Phase II

Midterm - 3 to 5
years

As customers transition
from flat rate to meters,
water revenues will
likely decrease,
potentially creating
financial shortfalls for
the water system.

• No Action
• Conduct a water rate
study
• Conduct a
comprehensive rate
study including water,
sewer, and storm
water utilities.

• A rate study will help
rebalance rates to ensure
equity

• Conduct a
comprehensive rate
study including
water, sewer, and
storm water utilities.

• $100,000

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2024

PRV’s

Aging
Infrastructure

Includes improvements to
several PRV stations
including telemetry,
repairs, and verification of
settings

See
individual
PRV
projects

Near term - 1 to 3
years

PRVs will continue to
deteriorate resulting in
leaks through the PRV
and unnecessary
pumping. Without
telemetry, real-time flow
and pressure monitoring
is impossible. Increased
staff time needed for
repairs and
maintenance.

• No Action
• Telemetry
• PRV’s repairs and
replacement

• Many of the older PRV’s are
equipped with a brand of
valve that is no longer
available and parts are not
available for repairs. A PRV
failure would cause damage
due to high pressures
especially in older homes on
the hill.

• Telemetry
• PRV repair &
replacement

• $ 632,900

• BSB Water
Utility
• NRDP
($281,828 for
2021)

• Varies, see cost
estimate details
in Chapter 6

Summit Valley
Pump Station

Aging
Infrastructure

Booster station
improvements

Phase I

Near term - 1 to 3
years

Failure at this PS could
cause water shortages
until repairs were made

• No Action
• Replace Pump

• Replace Pump

• $ 90,800

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2024

Holmes Ave

Aging
Infrastructure

Water Main Replacement
/ Rehabilitation / New
Water Main

Phase III

Long term - 5 to
10 years

Continued water main
leaks and deterioration

• No Action
• Replace or rehabilitate
water main

• Replace or
rehabilitate water
main

• $ 921,800

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2027

Father
Sheehan Park

Aging
Infrastructure

Water Main Replacement
/ Rehabilitation / New
Water Main

Phase III

Long term - 5 to
10 years

Continued water main
leaks and deterioration

• No Action
• Replace or rehabilitate
water main

• Replace or
rehabilitate water
main

• $ 341,800

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2027
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Project Type

Phase

Recommended
Timeline

Consequence if not
Corrected

Alternatives
Considered Summary

Sunrise,
Sunset, Joy,
Phillis

Aging
Infrastructure

Water Main Replacement
/ Rehabilitation / New
Water Main

Phase I

Near term - 1 to 3
years

Water main leaks must
be repaired using hand
tools due to minimal
clearances; this puts
worker health and
safety at risk

• No Action
• Replace water main in
alley
• Replace water main in
street

Timber Butte
Transmission
Main

Aging
Infrastructure

Water Main Replacement
/ Rehabilitation / New
Water Main

Phase II

Midterm - 3 to 5
years

Water main is more
than 120 year old and it
is a critical system
component. It is the
method for moving
Basin Creek water to
the Colorado Hill Tank.
If it’s not replaced, the
main will continue to
deteriorate and
experience leaks.

• No Action
• Replace or rehabilitate
water main

Moulton Dam to
Moulton WTP –
Replace
Transmission
Main

Aging
Infrastructure

Water Main Replacement
/ Rehabilitation / New
Water Main

Phase II

Midterm - 3 to 5
years

Continued water main
leaks and deterioration.
BSB would be unable to
get water to the MWTP
during a main break.

Colorado Hill to
West Side
Storage Tank
Transmission
Main

Aging
Infrastructure

Water Main Replacement
/ Rehabilitation / New
Water Main

Medium

Midterm - 3 to 5
years

Connect Terre
Verde

Aging
Infrastructure

New Water Main

Phase III

Moulton Dam

Aging
Infrastructure

Dam Spillway

Phase I

Alternative Screening

Recommended
Alternative

Estimated
Project Cost
(including life
cycle and O &
M costs)

Funding
Sources

Schedule

• Replace water main
in the street, and
re-route water
services

• $ 571,400

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2024

Replace or
rehabilitate water
main

• $ 5.3 million

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2023

• No Action
• Replace or rehabilitate
water main

Montana Resources
may be replacing
some of this water
main. Work with them
& re-evaluate after
that project.

• $ 2,236,850
(2008)

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2027

If this pipe were to fail,
the only water supply
for Uptown Butte would
be the Moulton WTP.

• No Action
• Replace or rehabilitate
water main

Replace or
rehabilitate water
main

• $ 5 million

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2027

Long term - 5 to
10 years

Continue to operate asis, on private wells and
septic systems.

• No Action
• Connect to BSB
system

No Action at this time

• $ 9 million

• BSB Water
Utility
• Special
Improvement
District

• NA

Near term - 1 to 3
years

High hazard dam;
failure could result in
direct loss of human life
and extensive property
damage. Spillway
failure could cause
environmental damage
and limit the ability to
use and operate the
reservoir. Seepage
issues in the
embankment should be
addressed.

• No Action
• Rehabilitate or replace
the spillway
• Embankment
improvements,
seepage mitigation

Begin additional data
collection &
preliminary design
work including
hydraulic analysis
and geotechnical
investigations

• $ 450,000

• BSB Water
Utility
• ARPA

• FY2023 (BSB
began the first
phases of the
Moulton Dam
project in 2021)
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Project Type

Dam Rehabilitation

Phase

Phase I

Recommended
Timeline

Near term - 1 to 3
years

Consequence if not
Corrected

Alternative Screening

Recommended
Alternative

• No Action
• Alternative 1:
Concrete parapet
replacement (top of
dam crest).
Installation of post
tensioned anchors
through the existing
concrete into the
masonry core.
• Alternative 2:
Concrete parapet
replacement (top of
dam crest). Full
structural concrete
overlay over the
upstream dam face.
Installation of post
tensioned anchors
through the existing
concrete into the
masonry core.
• Alternative 3: Full
removal and
replacement of the
13-foot deep mass
concrete cap to the
masonry interface.
Installation of an
adequate anchorage
system from the new
mass concrete
section into the
masonry core.

• The alternative screening
process is described in the
Basin Creek PER, and
includes cost estimates, O
& M, design considerations,
sustainability,
environmental impacts,
land requirements and post
construction problems.

• Alternative 2:
Concrete parapet
replacement (top
of dam crest). Full
structural concrete
overlay over the
upstream dam
face. Installation of
post tensioned
anchors through
the existing
concrete into the
masonry core.

Significant hazard dam.
Dam failure or partial
failure could likely
cause environmental
damage

•
•

•

• Proceed with the
short-term plan
laid out in Section
4.6.2; additional
studies, data
collection, and
agency
coordination are
needed as a first
step.

Dam failure or partial
failure could result in
flooding of residences
and the Basin Creek
WTP
High hazard dam;
failure could result in
direct loss of human life
and extensive property
damage.

Basin Creek #2
Dam

Aging
Infrastructure

Dam Rehabilitation

Phase II

Midterm - 3 to 5
years

Alternatives
Considered Summary

•

No Action
Breach/decommissio
n dam
Replace or
rehabilitate dam

South Fork
Dam

Aging
Infrastructure

Dam Rehabilitation

Phase III

Long term - 5 to
10 years

Dam failure or partial
failure could likely
cause environmental
damage

• No Action

Moulton Flow
Meters

Aging
Infrastructure

Replace flow meters

Phase I

Near term - 1 to 3
years

Unable to measure flow
leaving the Butchertown
tank

• No Action
• Replace flow meters

7-11

These meters must be
replaced in order to monitor
flow

Install two 10-inch
mag meters

Estimated
Project Cost
(including life
cycle and O &
M costs)

Funding
Sources

Schedule

• $2,167,052

• BSB Water
Utility
• RRGL
($125,000)
• TSEP
($500,000)
• BRIC (FEMA)
($1,542,052)
• ARPA

• Begin Design July 2022
• Design Basis
Report / Cost
Estimates to
BSB –
December
2022
• Submit Design
Plans and
Specs to
DNRC –
February 2023
• DNRC Review
& Approval –
March 2023
• Advertise for
Bids – April
2023
• Start
Construction –
July/Aug 2023
• Complete
Construction –
Oct/Nov 2023

• NA

•
•
•
•

• FY2027

• NA

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2027

• $ 57,300

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2023

BSB
BRIC
RRGL
TSEP
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Need

Category
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Project Type

Phase

Recommended
Timeline

Consequence if not
Corrected

Alternatives
Considered Summary

Alternative Screening

Recommended
Alternative

Remove filters, install
polymeric membrane
filters.

Moulton WTP
Filters

Aging
Infrastructure

Replace mixed media
filters and appurtenances

Phase I

Near term – 1 to 3
years

Continued deterioration
and leaking

• See alternatives
analysis, section
4.3.1.7

BSB completed an inspection
in October 2021 and
determined that the filters are
beyond their useful life. BSB
plans to submit an ARPA grant
application in early 2021.

Rocker

Reasonable
Growth

Incorporate smaller
system

Phase III

Long term - 5 to
10 years

System may continue to
experience deterioration
and will need upgrades.

• No Action
• Incorporate the
Rocker system and
customers into BSB’s
system

This project received an ARPA
competitive grant and will be
moving forward.

Ramsay

Reasonable
Growth

Incorporate smaller
system

Phase III

Long term - 5 to
10 years

System may continue to
experience deterioration
and will need upgrades.

• No Action

Blacktail Loop
Neighborhood

Reasonable
Growth

New Water Main

Phase III

Long term - 5 to
10 years

There are some
indications that soils
may be unsuitable for
septic systems and
private wells may
experience water quality
issues in the future

Montana
Connections
Business Park

Reasonable
Growth

Resiliency

Phase II

Midterm - 3 to 5
years

This location is critical
to Butte’s continued
economic development
and having a looped
system would provide
redundancy. Currently,
a main break would
cause a shutdown of
water service to the
area and may cause
large economic losses.

Estimated
Project Cost
(including life
cycle and O &
M costs)

Funding
Sources

Schedule

• $5,100,000

• ARPA
• BSB Water
Utility

•

• NA

• BSB Water
Utility
• Special
Improvement
District
• ARPA

• NA

No action, until the
community of
Ramsay requests
further investigations.

• NA

• BSB Water
Utility
• Special
Improvement
District

• NA

• No Action
• Extend water main
along Blacktail Loop
Road

No action, until the
neighborhood
requests further
investigations.

• NA

• BSB Water
Utility
• Special
Improvement
District

• NA

• No Action
• Add a loop

Add a loop

• NA

• BSB Water
Utility
• TIFID

• NA
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Need

Category

Project Type

Cobban and
Massachusetts

Health,
Sanitation and
Security

Operational Optimization
& fire flow

Phase

Phase I

Recommended
Timeline

Consequence if not
Corrected

Alternatives
Considered Summary

Near term – 1 to 3
years

Continued manual valve
operation & potential
low pressure during a
fire flow incident

• No Action
• No Action (but
aggressively replace 2inch water mains in
this area)
• Install a PRV

Alternative Screening

Under the no action
alternative, BSB staff would
continue to operate the valve
approximately twice per day
throughout the summer.
During a fire event, it would
take time for staff to open the
valve and this could lead to
loss of life or property if
firefighting efforts were
hindered.

Recommended
Alternative

Estimated
Project Cost
(including life
cycle and O &
M costs)

Funding
Sources

Schedule

Install a PRV

• $ 262,700

• BSB Water
Utility

• FY2024

Create a Drought
Management Plan

• $100,000

• BSB Water
Utility
• BOR,
WaterSMART
Drought
Response
Program

• FY2026

Under the second option, BSB
staff would continue to operate
the valve until enough water
main replacement projects had
been completed, that low
pressures were no longer an
issue and new hydrants had
been added to provide
sufficient coverage.
The installation of a PRV vault
at Cobban and Massachusetts
Ave. would automate a
process that is currently
manual. The PRV could be
installed in the right-of-way
and equipped with SCADA.
Drought
Management
Plan

Health,
Sanitation,
Security

Operational Optimization

Phase II

Midterm - 3 to 5
years

Butte’s water supply is
exclusively surface
water, and often the
supply needed to serve
the community is
nearing the reliable
yield of the water
sources. If Butte were
to experience an
extended period of
drought, and the
community did not
enact water
conservation measures,
water shortages could
occur.

• No Action
• Create a Drought
Management Plan

7-13

By not having a drought
management plan, BSB is at
risk of water shortages during
a drought.
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